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INTRODUCTION
This manual describes the software designed to operate with the full-featured
OrionNetworkServer, its capabilities and ways of interacting with it, and also contains a
description of possible troubles arising during operation and methods of solving them.
This Manual is intended for professionals who operate and maintain the
OrionNetworkServer software.
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1. FUNCTION AND PURPOSE OF SOFTWARE
The OrionNetworkServer software is a set of software tools (services, applications,
programs) of a full-featured carrier-class LoRaWAN network Server. The software allows
implementing a fail-safe, totally distributed, easily scalable and secure network infrastructure
management system.
The built-in redundancy of the Server, as well as its distributed system with a high level of
fail safety ensures guaranteed operation of the system without data loss: collection, processing
and storing all received data through a variety of heterogeneous LoRa gateways from terminal
devices, adapting data transmission rates, storing, and processing received and sent data through
multiple gateways in the LoRaWAN network.
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2. ADVANTAGES AND FUNCTIONALITY OF THE NETWORK SERVER
Building an easily scalable, distributed, high security system ensures a high level of fail
safety, since the individual Server software components can be located both on one server and
on geographically remote Servers. LoRaWAN network architecture is built on a “multi-star”
topology and has the best balance between the service life of autonomous power supplies and
the provision of communication range. The increased reliability of the system is achieved due to
its adaptability to independent recovery of the data processing interrupted by the incorrect
shutdown of the Server. The Server structure allows storing, without data loss, messages in the
queue in an unlimited number.
In LoRaWAN networks, nodes are not associated with a specific gateway and the data
transmitted by a node is received by multiple gateways (broadcast). Each gateway forwards the
received packet from the end node to the OrionNetworkServer over the Internet. Networks of
cellular operators, MetroEthernet, Wi-Fi or satellite networks can be used as the transit channel.
All information from terminal devices through gateways goes to the network server, which
performs network management, filters redundantly received data packets, performs security
checks, schedules acknowledgments through the optimal gateway, and identifies the adaptive
data transfer rate.
If a node is mobile and moving, then there is no need for handover from gateway to gateway
(handover) that allows applications to continuously operate with mobile IoT devices.
Factors affecting network bandwidth:
 the number of gateway channels that simultaneously support the data
reception and transmission to terminal devices;
 data transfer rate (air time);
 the forward packet size;
 packets transmission frequency.
High network bandwidth is achieved through the use of Adaptive Data Rate (ADR)
and a multi-channel gateway transceiver, which allows messages to be received
simultaneously on multiple channels.
The network server ensures organizing LoRaWAN networks and is easily scalable by
increasing the number of gateways, the network also allows switching the data transfer
rate and reducing the broadcast time – this enables optimizing and increasing the
autonomy of each terminal device and increasing the total network capacity.
Also, the functionality of the network Server ensures connecting any LoRa WAN
terminal devices of class A, B or C, the logging function (recording of all actions) provides
archiving of all information received from gateways and devices, supports uploading data
as needed and upon request.
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3. BASIC SPECIFICATIONS
The OrionNetworkServer software is fully LoRaWAN 1.0.3 compliant. The Network Server
has a distributed structure, and its geographic distribution allows for the maximum level of fail
safety. In addition, the Network Server ensures:
 Connection of an unlimited number of gateways;
 Connection of up to 240 terminal devices;
 Flexible selection system of settings for connected terminal devices;
 Device activation by personalization (ABP);
 Over the air activation (OTAA);
 Gateways control;
 Support for arbitrary frequency plans;
 Interaction between the Server and the API is implemented via Websocket;
 System monitoring and diagnostics (optional routers);
 Online viewing of packets from each terminal device;
 Provide concise statistics for each device and gateway on the network.
In addition, the Network Server has a built-in network planning (simulation) tool.
The NetworkServer database should contain information of newly connected devices: DevEUI,
AppEUI and AppKey.
To implement a Network Server, any operating system with 64-bit Linux operating system and
NTP time synchronization system can be used.
The Network Server is capable of running in a container, on a virtual machine, or on a target
computer.
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4. COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF THE NETWORK SERVER
The structure of the OrionNetworkServer software consists of certain software
components, service solutions, and open-source software modules ensuring the several network
managements functions: setting the schedule and frequency plan, controlling the operation
speed, processing and storing data.
Implementation of the Server modular architecture provides a high level of fail safety and
ensures integration into existing infrastructures. Software components can be located both in a
separate container (Operating-system-level virtualization) and on a separate server. Together,
they form a turnkey solution including a user-friendly web interface for device management and
APIs for integration.
Information is transferred from gateways to the server through the TCP/IP protocol stack
using SSL encryption. Parallelization at the message level allows tasks to be distributed across
multiple queues. If the result of task processing does not meet certain requirements, then the
same task can be re-queued.
OrionNetworkServer interacts with Application Servers via the WEBSOCKET API protocol.
The network is monitored and controlled from the operator's workplace. Synchronization of
the Client and Server operation is based on the implementation of remote procedure calls through
the REST API.
Various composite modules of software components allow interaction with various external
applications through a standard interfaces set. The interaction between the Network Server
elements is performed using the AMQP protocol focused on processing messages from LoRa
WAN devices.
The structure of the OrionNetworkServer network Server:
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The Network Server has a modular architecture and consists of the main components:





LWServer;
LWAuthorizator;
LWCollector;
WSOutput (Middleware).

Data from devices come through various LoRa gateways, which redirect the received data
from devices to the Network Server to the LWServer service responsible for interaction of the
network gateways with the rest of system components and dispatching the UDP socket, and also
receiving and transmitting LoRaWAN messages from / to the network gateways. The LWServer
service operates in a non-blocking mode and stores all received messages in a queue until the
services receive them. The service is capable of processing tens of thousands of messages per
second.
The LWAuthorizator service deals with authorization and authentication of subscriber
devices, processing requests for subscriber devices authorization from LWServer, and also
searches for subscriber devices in the database. When performing the OTAA/ABP network
connection procedure, the service is responsible for authorization through external systems, as
well as for updating the AppSKEY and NwkSKEY with the ability to export cryptographic terminal
keys and other information.
LWAuthorizator transmits all the settings of the subscriber (terminal) device to LWServer
for entering it into the database.
LWCollector is responsible for recording confirmed or unconfirmed messages (Confirmed
and Unconfirmed LoRaWan Messages) to the database from subscriber devices received through
the LWServer, as well as for broadcasting messages to the WSOutput service.
The Middleware module ensures interaction with various external applications and
services through a set of standard interfaces, such as the WSOutput service.
The WSOutput service with the Middleware module is responsible for interacting with
external systems, for pre-preparing data, transferring this data from or / the Client's application
server via the Websocket API.
The RabbitMQ queue manager sends the received data from the queue to the RabbitMQ
message broker, which in turn converts the exchange protocols from the official one from Sender
to the formal one from Receiver.
As a database management system, the OrionNetworkServer uses the open-source objectrelational database management system PostgreSQL 9.5.X.
Application Server provides a web interface for managing Users, Organizations,
Applications, Gateways, or Devices.
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5. INTERFACE AND PROTOCOL
Convenient and intuitive web interface of the Server and Client applications provides a
simple and prompt integration of new base stations (gateways) or nodes (terminal devices) with
the possibility of preliminary radio planning, as well as calculating gateway coverage areas with
analysis of the span profile. In addition, the software ensures monitoring of all current
information of the gateways or network nodes status on the built-in interactive map in real time.
In addition, the Network Server has advantages:
 Possibility to register new LoRaWAN routers and terminals in the network by importing
them into CSV or files of a similar format;
 Possibility to create groups of LoRaWAN routers and Terminal devices in the network;
 Possibility to configure and manage alarms warning about LoRaWAN router and terminal
equipment failures or changes in operating parameters;
 Possibility to view analytical data of the Network operation parameters at the level of the
LoRaWAN radio signal spectrum;
 Possibility to remotely configure LoRaWAN routing, change their operating parameters and
connection parameters (optional); The network manager supports sending multicast
commands to terminal devices (Multicast).
The graphical shell for managing the system server is a GUI (graphical user interface). The
GUI is a web application that interacts with OrionNetworkServer through the REST API (the
principle of organizing the app interaction with the server using the HTTP) allowing the remote
administration of the platform through a web portal.
Using the WebSocket API protocol allows establishing a stable continuous connection that
reduces the transmitted information volume and saves time and traffic and transferring data
both from the Server to the Client and vice versa.
WebSocket server (WebSocket API). When a Client connects to the WebSocket API, the
RabbitMQ queue broker sends data from the Middleware queue to the corresponding Middleware
microservice acting as a Data Consumer.
Data is transmitted to the Client via the WebSocket API protocol, which contains interaction
methods and tools in the form of software components of the API interface and is also a means
of integrating various applications.
Various WebSocket API commands enable:
 creating, receiving or deleting applications;
 creating or removing devices from the system;
 setting or querying various parameters such as GPS coordinates, device class,
communication status, and more;
 control connections to devices and check or send data to the device with
confirmation of receipt;
 requests for a list of tariffs or devices;
 receiving regular data and requesting archived information from the database
with e-mail notifications.
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6. CONNECTION AND OPERATION
Remote access to the web server is implemented through the web client user interface,
which includes launching several services over HTTPS using SSL encryption and rendering all
information. The login window looks like:

Authorization to enter the system: enter the Login and Password. After a successful login,
the application window will be displayed with a title, main menu, and work area:
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Six main icons are displayed at the top of the window:
Collapse / expand the item menu
User settings
All notifications

Language Russian / English

Full screen
Logout

To display the names of the main tabs in the main menu, expand the menu

:

After selecting any of the menu items, the work area displays properties of the
corresponding items.
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Dashboard

After selecting the Dashboard in the workspace, the main parameters of devices connected
to the network server will be displayed:

The following diagrams are displayed in the Device panel:








Relative Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), total for all devices;
Signal/noise ratio (LSNR), total for all devices;
Relative Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), for each transmitted packet;
Signal/noise ratio (LSNR), for each transmitted packet;
Spreading factor, for each transmitted packet;
Receive frequencies (percentage of use for each of the available frequencies);
Traffic history (number of messages per day).

All chart elements are interactive: mouseover the corresponding diagram element – and
detailed information of the selected item appears.
To update the chart in manual mode, click the icon in the upper right corner of the chart:
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Profiles

After selecting the Profiles menu item, a list of profiles will be displayed in the workspace.

The profile types can be:
 Administrator – has the right to create / edit / delete own objects;
 Dealer – has the same rights as the Administrator. Can add and manage child profiles;
 Monitoring – rights only to view objects.
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and fill in
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Possible types of objects to be displayed in a newly added profile:




Applications;
Nodes;
Gateways.

Assigning the rights to own profile objects: modification or viewing only by marking the
appropriate actions.
Only the Super Administrator may assign the profile rights to all objects. It is possible to
assign View / Modify rights. The profile will have the appropriate rights to all OrionNetworkServer
objects.
To delete a profile, go to the Profiles section. Select the profile to be deleted. Select Delete
in the actions list and click the “OK” button. Agree with warning message:
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6.3. Coverage
After selecting the Coverage menu item, a map is displayed in the workspace showing all the
Gateways installation points and coverage areas of each of them:

Coverage is calculated using the online tool CloudRFТМ. The calculation is possible both for
actually installed gateways and for projected gateways, the installation parameters of which are
registered in the OrionNetworkServer. Detailed instructions for setting gateways into the system
are described in the Gateways section.
In the map’s lower left corner, the cursor coordinates and map scale are displayed. The
navigation menu is located in the upper left corner.
The following items are located in the upper right corner:
Layer control button
Zoom buttons
Polyline measuring tool allowing to measure the map distance between two or
more points
Active gateways are shown on the map as blue dots, inactive ones – as red dots. When
clicking on a point, detailed information about the selected gateway is displayed:
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Gateways

After selecting the Gateways menu item, the workspace displays a table with the main
gateway parameters entered into the system:

The table displays the following gateway parameters:


Gateway name;



Gateway description;



EUI gateway;



Status (ON/OFF);



The last event (Date, Time), if the Gateway had no contact during the day, the field is
highlighted in red;



IP address and Gateway connection port.

Also, in this area, functions are available for adding, removing and searching gateways by
certain parameters.
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Gateways monitoring and changing

To monitor and change the parameters of each individual gateway, go to the gateway by
selecting it in the table.
The following diagrams are displayed in the working area of the Gateway for monitoring:
 Relative Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) in a gradient format with a 10 dBm step and
Signal/noise ratio (LSNR) in a gradient format with a 2 dBm step, for the last 24 hours
for all nodes working through the Gateway:

 Composite diagram of Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Signal/Noise Ratio (LSNR):

 Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and
frequency of the packet transmission:
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 Signal/noise ratio (LSNR), for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and
frequency of the packet transmission:

 Spreading factor for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and frequency of
the packet transmission:

 Receiving frequencies (percentage of use of each frequency available for the selected
period, by default for the last day), when one of the frequencies is selected on the diagram, the
number of messages transmitted on this frequency for the selected period is displayed:
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 Traffic history – number of messages processed by the Gateway: for the selected period;
last day or month

All diagram elements are interactive: mouse over the corresponding element – and detailed
information for the selected element appears.
In the table Received data:

the total number of messages received by the Gateway and detailed information on the last ten
messages are displayed. Detailing includes the following fields:











Message reception time;
Dev EUI of the node transmitted the message;
The frequency at which the message was transmitted;
Message sequence number (FCNT);
Relative Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI);
Signal/noise ratio (LSNR);
Spread Factor (SF);
Packet size in bytes;
Packet transmission time (Air time) in milliseconds;
The data is in hexadecimal format.
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6.4.2. Adding a new gateway and changes in gateways
To add a new gateway in the workspace of the Gateways item, click the button
When the window opens, then enter the following parameters:









Gateway name;
Description (installation address and any comments required);
Gateway IP address;
Gateway Port;
Gateway EUI;
Coverage – the settlement for installing the Gateway to be selected from the
pop-up list. If there is no settlement in the list, you can add it by clicking on
the
to the right of the Coverage field;
Suspension height of the gateway antenna.
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There are two ways to specify a location:



Click on the interactive map;
Enter geographic coordinates.

If there is no need to save the settings, click the button
window.

in the upper part of the

If you need to make changes or adjustments to the Gateway parameters, select the
appropriate Gateway in the workspace. After that, the workspace will display the data described
above. The internal data structure is completely the same as when adding a new Gateway.
Below the Latest data table there is a field Change gateway that displays the current
Gateway settings and its location on the interactive map.
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Applications

After selecting the Application menu item, the following application settings are displayed
in the workspace:

The table displays the following application parameters:


Application name;



Number of Nodes using the Application;



App ID;



App EUI;



Number of WebSocket Clients;



Number of RabbitMQ consumers.

Also, in this area, adding, changing, deleting and searching applications for any parameters
are available.
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6.5.1. Add new and change applications
In the workspace of the Application element, click on the button

:

In the opened window enter the following parameters:











Application name (set arbitrarily for future identification);
App ID automatically generated by the server;
App EUI automatically generated by the Server;
Exit, selected from the pop-up list of available types of interfaces for data transfer
from the Server to the client application (WebSocket);
Limiting the number of WebSocket clients. A server provides each one with automatic
data retrieval from queues from a specified number of clients via the WebSocket
protocol;
Limiting the number of RabbitMQ consumers. Server, using the WebSocket protocol,
allows each consumer receiving data from queues from a specified number of
consumers (WebSocket users), as well as requesting or, if necessary, re-requesting
archived data from the Server Database (DB);
Autostart of the consumer provides the ability to automatically request the required
data from the Server each time when a user connects to the Server;
Available applications select from the pop-up list of available Middleware
microservices with configured settings and application parameters.
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in the lower left part of the window.

To change the parameters of an Application, select the appropriate Application and click on
it. In the Application window that opens, make changes and click
:

The structure and data are completely identical to those for adding a new application.
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6.5.2. Transfer of configuration / commands from the Server to nodes
For remote transfer of configuration or commands in the Application tab, select from the
list of WebSocket applications: /apps/lwParser? .......

Then click

.

In the pop-up window on the right side, enter the following data:



EUI Nodes;
Fport (by default 2);

and enter the Configuration Data in the form of a hex string (see Terminal Exchange
Protocol).
Move the toggle switch
to ON and press the Send button.

The confirmation will be the information window:

.

Depending on the device class (A or C), the data will enter the queue and be sent during the
next session with the terminal device.
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Nodes

After selecting the Nodes menu item, a table with the main parameters of nodes entered
into the system is displayed in the workspace:

The table displays the following gateway parameters:








EUI devices;
Device address;
Application;
Last message;
Description;
Last connection;
Loss ratio.

Also, functions are available here for adding, deleting and searching nodes by any
parameters.
To monitor and change the parameters of each individual node, select the Node in the table.
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6.6.1. Node monitoring
The following diagrams are displayed in the working area of the Node:


Signal strength indicator (RSSI) of a Node in a gradient format with a step of 10 dBm and
Signal/noise ratio (LSNR) of a Node in a gradient format with a step of 2 dBm, for the last 24
hours for all nodes:



Composite diagram of Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and Signal/Noise Ratio (LSNR):



Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and
frequency of the packet transmission:
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Signal/noise ratio (LSNR), for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and
frequency of the packet transmission:



Spreading factor for each transmitted packet, indicating the date, time and frequency of the
packet transmission:



Receiving frequencies (percentage of use of each frequency available for the selected
period, by default for the last day), when one of the frequencies is selected on the diagram,
the number of messages transmitted on this frequency for the selected period is displayed:
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Packet Loss rate – the percentage of lost packets for the period for each frequency:



Traffic history – number of messages transmitted by the Node for the selected period, last
day or month:



FCNT – message sequence number, which is reset every time the Node is rebooted:
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The Current data tables displaying the following information:
- In the table Gateways in radius displays the following data for each gateway:





Gateway (Dev EUI);
RSSI (Receive Signal Strength Indication);
SNR (Signal/Noise Ratio);
Noticed (Date and time of packet transmission):

- The data transferred from the Network Server to the Node:

- The ADR log table showing ADR operation:










Transmission time;
The gateway through which the transmission passed;
Current DR (Current delivery rate);
Ideal DR (Ideal delivery rate);
Current Tx Power (Current signal strength according to LoRaWAN™ Specification);
Ideal Tx Power (Reference signal strength according to LoRaWAN™ Specification);
Current NB Trans (number of retransmissions, a detailed description of this field is
given in the LoRaWAN ™ Specification);
Ideal NB Trans (number of available retransmission windows);
SNR Margin (Signal/Noise ratio margin to ideal value);
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Max SNR (maximum Signal/Noise ratio);
Avg SNR (average Signal/Noise Ratio):

All diagram elements are interactive: mouse over the corresponding diagram element – and the
detailed information appears for the selected element.
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6.6.2. Add a new and change Node
If it is necessary to add a new Node, click on the button

in the Node working field:

Then, in the opened window enter the following parameters related to the Node configuration on
the network Server side:










Activation method (OTTA/ATS);
Application. One of the available applications is selected from the pop-up list;
Device EUI (assigned by the Node manufacturer);
Device address (automatically assigned by the server);
Tariff (the maximum number of messages processed by the server per day). Selected from
the list of available tariff plans;
Description;
App key – Application key;
Nwks key – Network session key;
Apps key – Application session key.

After switching the checkbox to advanced mode
available:


, the following settings are

Location (where the Node is installed). By entering the coordinates of the proposed
installation site on the map, you can analyze the network coverage at the proposed
installation point.

Possible settings of LoRaWAN Node Parameters directly related to the operation of the radio
interface of the Node are:




Node class (LoRaWAN class of node А-В-С, selected from the pop-up menu);
Rx window (Preferred LoRaWAN receive window, selected from pop-up menu);
Region (Available frequency plans according to LoRaWAN™ Regional Parameters);
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Duty cycle;
ADR (Adaptive delivery rate, ADR on/off);
ADR interval (The number of messages, after the reception of which a decision is made to
change the transmission rate);
Adr min (The minimum transmission rate, selected from the pop-up list: DR0 - DR7);
Adr max (The maximum transmission rate, selected from the pop-up list: DR0 - DR7);
Adr fix (Fixed delivery rate, selected from the DR0-DR7 pop-up list).

LoRaWAN Sequence Numbers Settings:





Seq up (Uplink sequence number);
Seq down (Downlink sequence number);
Down queue (default value 0);
Sequence check (selected from the pop-up list). Strict checking requires strictly ascending
sequence numbers. Poor check (Relaxed) allows resetting sequence numbers.

The LoRaWAN Node Parameters and LoRaWAN Sequence Numbers windows are:

Note
If the device sends data, but it is not visible at the output,
specify a poor check (Relaxed).
Required fields are marked with the comment Required field.
After completing all settings, click the button
at the bottom of the window.
If any changes to the parameters of a Node are needed, select the appropriate Node in the
element workspace. After that, the workspace displays the data described above. The internal
structure and data are completely the same as for adding a new Node.
After changing the Node parameters, press the button

.
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6.6.3. Certification by testing the Node
To certify the terminal devices:
 Log in to OrionNetworkServer and go to the Application tab;
 In the list of WebSocket applications, click on the link: /apps/lwNodeTesting?……;
 Select a node for testing and click the button

During the test, the status is

After the test, the status

.

will be displayed with information about Progress:

or

will be displayed.

Terminal device testing allows checking the device for compliance of parameters with the
LoRaWAN standard.
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7. ROUTINE MAINTANCE
The operation of the OrionNetworkServer consists of preventive and maintenance
performed by the maintenance personnel of the operating side. The routine performance
monitoring is necessary in order to identify possible malfunctions of the network server.
During monthly (scheduled) maintenance check system updates, check the database and
the libraries integrity.
During the Network Server operation and its scheduled maintenance, check the availability
and quality of gateway connections, and the connection quality with terminal devices.
Monitoring of Gateways parameters is given in paragraph 6.4.1 of this Manual.
Monitoring of Nodes parameters (terminal devices) are given in paragraph 6.6.1 of this
Manual.
All maintenance work shall be performed by the operating personnel; specialists from other
specialized departments may be involved in the work in agreement with the operating party
management.
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8. TROUBLESHOOTING
During the settings or using the Network Server, some malfunctions associated with the
operation of software components may occur. This section presents possible malfunctions and
methods of their elimination.
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Join Accept is not delivered to Node

CAUSE

When this problem occurs, the server does not send Join Accept in response to the Join
Request from the terminal device (Node).

Unexpected shutdown of the lw_serv software component

HOW TO IDENTIFY

Look in the Node Monitoring section: in the Data section – Message Type – only Join
Request attempts are visible:

Further, in the log file: /var/log/leon/lw_serv.log, see that the Authorizator component
does not send a response to JoinRequest:
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SOLUTION

Restart lw_serv.
To do this, as shown in the figure,
on the command line, enter:
Supervisorctl
restart LW_SERV
After that, make sure that JR/JA is working and no answer messages are missing in the log.
In addition, join_accept messages should appear in the log, which means that JR messages
reach the Authorizator component, and the response is returned to lw_serv:
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No data from Node

CAUSE

When this problem occurs, the terminal device (Node) does not send data packets.

No Node AppKey on the Server.

SOLUTION

HOW TO IDENTIFY

In the workspace of the menu items Nodes in the search box, enter the AppKey to be
checked. If the searched device is not displayed in the nodes list, it means that it is not in
the system:

This problem can be solved as follows: in the node settings tab, in the Keys block, enter the
required Node AppKey.
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No connection to the network

When this problem occurs, the terminal device (Node) does not send data packets.
CAUSE

HOW TO IDENTIFY

SOLUTION

Regional settings of the Node
frequency plan do not match
the regional settings of the
network frequency plan.

In the workspace of the menu
items Nodes in the list of nodes
there is no display of connection
attempts.

Set the correct regional
frequency plan in the
Node settings.

The current Node AppKey
does not match the key on the
server.

In the workspace of the menu
Nodes in the list of nodes, in the
table column Last connection
having mouse over the faulty
node, the text will turn red and
pop-up information will be
displayed: “MIC ERROR”.

This problem can be
solved as follows: in the
node settings tab, in the
Keys block, set the correct
Node AppKey.
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Data from Node discontinue to be displayed in the system

CAUSE

Data packets sent by the terminal device (Node) was no longer displayed in the system.

Messages with data from the Node stopped arriving on the Server.

HOW TO IDENTIFY

In the workspace of the menu Nodes in the list of nodes, in column Last messages, the
date and time of the received message does not correspond to the expected data:

SOLUTION

To solve this problem, in the workspace of the menu Nodes in the list of nodes, click
on the required Node and review in the section Data and Gateways in the radius through
which BS the data passed the last time:

Next, make sure that the gateway is available and operational. If necessary, restore the
functionality of the gateway.
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